IDENTITY forms and takes place within the context of social relationships.

Risk Factors for Entering/Re-Entering “The Life”
- Trauma Prior To and In “The Life”
- Unmet Basic Needs
- Addiction
- Loss

Factors Contributing to Exit from “The Life”
- Reaching Rock Bottom
- Reaching the Point of “Being Tired”
- Entering Recovery
- Developing Coping Skills

Family of Origin

Societal Discourses

Life Experiences and Emotions

“The Life” of Street-Based Prostitution
IDENTITY forms and takes place within the context of social relationships.

Problem-Saturated Accounts

Re-Authorsing Identity

Narrative Therapy Practices

- Deconstruction
- Externalizing and Metaphors
- Unique Outcomes and Possibilities
- Making Meaning of Experiences
- Membership in Club of Life
- Life as a Book
- Tree of Life

Spirituality

Group Therapy Processes – Yalom’s Therapeutic Factors

- Altruism
- Cohesiveness
- Existential Factors
- Catharsis
- Interpersonal Learning
- Self-Understanding
- Universality

Family of Origin

Self-Identification

Societal Discourses